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REVIEWS FOR THE MESSAGES FROM THE ANCIENT ONES SERIES

''The Ancient Ones really ‘spoke to me’ on a level not many books do. Reading the words touched
me physically as if a spark inside of me was recognised, acknowledged, held and understood. The
messages shared within take you to a place where you are able to open your heart and mind.
Guiding us to a place where each of us becomes our true selves and in doing so raising the
consciousness of all humanity.
Reading through you begin to understand how we show up in the world, how we influences
others. Every one of us knowingly or unknowingly plays a role in the shift in consciousness around
the world. The Ancient Ones teach us that acceptance is the key to gaining mastery in life, as is
compassion, wisdom and service. It’s up to us to make our mark in this time and space. Reading
The Ancient Ones is simply a start to all you can be, for yourself, for others and for the world.'' ~
Wendy Fry, author of Find YOU, Find LOVE

“If you're a fan of the Abraham/Esther Hicks channeled books, you will enjoy Messages from the
Ancient Ones by Stacey Stephens. Well organized by topics such as Compassion, Empowerment,
Relationships, Integrity, etc., the ideas presented are upbeat and almost utopian. If everyone took
the advice to live by the ideals in this book, it would be a better place indeed.
I used the chapters as a daily devotional in the mornings. There are pictures to set the tone for
each chapter, which is a creative way to utilize the freedoms of digital publishing. The messages
are reminiscent of A Course in Miracles, talking about ego-based thinking and urging readers to
breakthrough to an era of Divinity.
This book is part of the New Thought movement of spirituality. For those of us well-versed in this
type of philosophy, it doesn't break new ground. However, it is a good presentation of the ideas
and presents a hopeful image of what the human experience can be.” ~ Dana Taylor, author of
Ever Flowing Streams

“I've found that these short passages have created a needed and appreciated awareness about
how I live my daily life. After reading a selection, I know how I can personally apply the
information or respect and support those who are living a life that can more directly support the
suggestions of The Ancient Ones. Thank you, Stacey Stephens, for giving the world these words of
wisdom.” ~ Carrie Louise, author of Life, Soul Being Soul

“Beautiful pictures and inspiring messages take you on an uplifting journey at any moment of your
day. Wherever you open this book it will speak to your heart and soul. Nourish yourself with this
book as part of your spiritual practise.” ~ Mary Llewellyn, Founding EFT Master

“With its short well organized topics I found this book easy to digest, yet felt inspired to read on to
the next topic and the next. The thought provoking messages raised my awareness and acted as a
gentle reminder for practices which I can become distracted from. I found this book to be positive
and inspiring. A sense of reassurance that all is well and nothing needs to be sought after but
rather to look within. I see this as a little book that can be kept handy and dipped into at times of
contemplation. Open it up at any section will have a message that is relevant! I am pleased to have
this in my book collection.” ~ Marléne Rose Shaw, author of Out Of Fear Into Love

“I have been privileged to be present as these messages have been delivered, one by one, through
my wife, Stacey Stephens. It is my great pleasure to recommend this inspiring collection. This book
contains universal wisdom for the transformation of individual and collective consciousness.
Simple, yet profound, each message touches the hearts and Souls of every reader willing to
experience more of their divine nature. The beautiful photos that accompany each message are an
outstanding complement to the text, and even though I have reread this book many times, I never
tire of it. I gain greater appreciation for the wisdom in these messages with each reading. My
highest recommendation!” ~ Jack Stephens, author of Soul Self: How to Tame Your Mind, Uncover
Your Blueprint & Live Your Purpose
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Preface
Stacey Stephens

It has been my honor to work in collaboration with this very fine council who are lovingly known
as, The Ancient Ones. The Ancient Ones also work within a larger council of which I am a part.
I have been in communication with them throughout my entire life. My earliest recollection of a
disagreement is at about age 6. It took me awhile to understand that they only desired my highest
good. When I tried to tell my mother about them she denied that they were real. So, I continued
learning from them and developing a strong trusting relationship in private.
They had told me that I was being prepared to act on their behalf to assist humanity to ‘wake up’ to
their own divine nature. My job is to understand spiritual truth, speak out with courage, assist
those interested, act on my guidance, and trust in the timing of everything.
The Ancient Ones have been helping me prepare my body to transmit Universal frequencies to
awaken each person’s individual Blueprint (their Soul’s design for their current incarnation). When
people become aware of their PURPOSE for this life, they will ignite their passion and become full
participants in designing a greater expression of life.
The ego-mind has run rampant for too long. The ego is a tool for the Soul, as is the body. When our
Soul is in charge of our life, with the mind and body in full cooperation, we will then know what it
is to fully live. It is my true desire to assist humanity into this New Era of DIVINITY.

Introduction
The Ancient Ones

We are eternal beings of non-physical form. We make up a group of three, forming a council, for
the guidance of Mankind, back to their original design as men and women. Our purpose is to assist
everyone who is interested to develop their divine inner guidance, to direct themselves toward a
humanity that is once again sacred and connected as One, in true camaraderie.
We welcome you to an experience with us. It is our desire to awaken the divine blueprint within
each individual person to become their unique and passionate expression as designed by
themselves before entering into this particular incarnation during this specific time period on
planet Earth.

There is no reason to restrict the expression of who you are. There is no ‘judge’ out there to punish
or reward. There is only you and your fellow humans making judgments on each other. The ALL, or
as many like to call it, GOD, is all expression. Higher levels of the ALL bring forth greater
expressions of joy, love and peace. Yet, it is all acceptable in the experience within the ALL. You are
at choice to express whatever level of consciousness you desire. Take charge of your personal life
experience.
Join us in our vision of humanity coming together as ONE united people sharing Earth with all
living forms in harmony and prosperity. We will inform you of necessary changes for the evolution
of mankind so you may make the shifts needed to bring forth the DIVINE PLAN that your Souls
have agreed upon.”

This World’s Dilemma

We are aware of the many dilemmas facing humanity’s continued existence. We would like to
invite each individual to examine their way of living and make a conscious choice to change that
which is not serving the whole of existence here on Earth.
We entreat you to have a greater role in raising the consciousness of the entire collective of
humanity. Are you ready, willing and able to become the change you desire to experience on this
planet? It all begins with YOU.

A Better Way

Many people are fed up with the way this ego-world is operated by leaders who do not consider
the equivalence of all life. For centuries there have been power hungry rulers, fortune seeking
commercial organizations, fanatically controlling religions, and self-aggrandized individuals whose
consciousness is based upon separation and control over another.
There is a better way. When the authority of the Soul of each person is given credence, the
direction of humanity will shift from oppressive ego-based fear into empowered unity of goodwill
towards all.

The Game of this Ego-World

Have you noticed that there are several ways to look at a situation? Within the family unit, there is
the point of view of the husband/father, wife/mother, eldest child, middle children, and the

youngest, some with a male point of view and some with a female perspective. A family unit may
also include extended family, such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, etc. Each person within
the household will have their own ideas, agendas and desires. Who is right? How do you know
what idea would work best for everyone involved?
Within a community there are many family units. Within a region there are many communities.
Within a country there are numerous regions. And around the globe there are a number of
countries. Humanity is a large group made up of individuals. Each person has his or her own
desires. Each one is as important as the other. There is no rightful judge to proclaim sovereignty of
one human over another.
Every rule or law is of man’s making. These regulations are decided upon and enforced by man. No
one can rightfully claim authority over another. The game is designed by human beings.

Think For Yourself

Are you aware that 99% of your thoughts have not originated from you? Since birth, most humans
are indoctrinated with the thoughts held by their parents and caregivers. When a child enters
school, they are taught to think the way of the accepted curriculum. A person’s religious beliefs are
usually adopted by their family’s chosen religion. Political beliefs have been narrowed down within
governments and offered as the only way. Even a person’s thoughts concerning finances are
entrained within them by the time they reach puberty.
For centuries adolescents have endeavored to change what they can see does not work or make
sense, usually through rebellion or protest. There comes a point when many just give up and
accept the lot they find themselves in. Many times this loss of personal power turns into
depression, despair and even suicide.
The way things currently are can change. It takes fortitude to withstand the opposing forces of the
already existing ego-world. Tradition can only continue if people choose to perpetuate it. Take
your stand on what you personally agree with. Replace what does not work with something better.
Take the time to ponder the many questions that bubble forth within your mind. Think a new
thought, if you dare.
What would that look like? Nobody can say. New thoughts do not have a past. Innovations come to
those willing to think outside the limitations of past knowledge. How many original thoughts have
you had in the span of your lifetime? Make sure they are truly original and not just knockoffs of
someone else’s idea. Your honest reflection may be startling, indeed.
Most changes made in this ego-world are just slightly different calibers, degrees, or variations of
the existing plan. Nothing completely new is ever received with ease. There is usually commercial
‘red tape,’ political agendas and religious opposition that must be dealt with before anything new
can be permitted. This ego-world’s commercial, political and religious factions must first accept a
new idea before it can be implemented.

With seven billion people living together on Earth, change can take place more quickly if people
would take responsibility to come together as a united group to insist that peace replace war,
tolerance replace racism, equivalence replace hierarchy, honesty replace deception, honor replace
inhuman treatment, shelter, food and clothing be provided to replace poverty, medical treatment
be offered freely to replace undue illness, basic education for all to replace illiteracy, preservation
of nature to replace destruction to our Earth, and forward moving evolution to replace stagnant,
man-made tradition.
It is in your hands as human beings to make the necessary changes to preserve the future of
humanity. Your ideas are important. Think for yourselves. Find those of like mind to form the
needed mass consciousness to create the changes you desire. Do your part to improve the living
conditions for all of Earth’s inhabitants. Your future is dependent on making extreme changes to
shift from this ego-based world to a Soul-based world. What new thoughts can you share? *

&#x201c;If you're a fan of the Abraham/Esther Hicks channeled books, you will enjoy
Messages from the Ancient Ones by Stacey Stephens. Well organized by topics such
as Compassion, Empowerment, Relationships, Integrity, etc., the ideas presented are
upbeat and almost utopian. If everyone took the advice to live by the ideals in this
book, it would be a better place indeed. I used the chapters as a daily devotional in
the mornings. There are pictures to set the tone for each chapter, which is a creative
way to utilize the freedoms of digital publishing. The messages are reminiscent of A
Course in Miracles, talking about ego-based thinking and urging readers to
breakthrough to an era of Divinity. This book is part of the New Thought movement of
spirituality. For those of us well-versed in this type of philosophy, it doesn't break new
ground. However, it is a good presentation of the ideas and presents a hopeful image
of what the human experience can be.&#x201d; ~ Dana Taylor, author of Ever
Flowing Streams
Welcome to a Remarkable Collection of Timeless Wisdom in this published collection
of the second full year of public communications from The Ancient Ones.
Introducing, The Ancient Ones:
&#x201c;We are eternal beings of non-physical form. We make up a group of three,
forming a council, for the guidance of Mankind, back to their original design as men
and women. Our purpose is to assist everyone who is interested to develop their
divine inner guidance, to direct themselves toward a humanity that is once again
sacred and connected as One, in true camaraderie.&#x201d;
These masters share transformative truths about:
- Self Mastery;
- Prosperity;
- Health and Energy;
- Creativity;
- Life Purpose
&#x201c;Wake up from the slumber that this ego-dominated world has put you in.
Take charge of your life, and participate with humanity to overthrow the prison of your

mind. Become an activist for a future where life is celebrated, real love is shared, and
individuality is encouraged within the entirety of the whole. True expression is found
within your heart. Open wide.&#x201d; &#x2013; The Ancient Ones
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Afterword by The Ancient Ones
This book contains the foundational wisdom to create a life of direction, purpose and
meaning. It is my honor to share these messages with you.
Stacey Stephens
Author
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